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Nineteen Common Misconceptions About Italian Food
by Sandro Cuccia

America has “Americanized” just about every type of cuisine out there. Chinese and Mexican food comes 
to mind. Italian food is no exception. Doesn’t it seem like many Americans have a good understanding of 
traditional Italian fare? It’s all pizza and pasta, right? If people base their standards of Italian food on 
American chain restaurants that try to recreate it (that means you, Olive Garden), they most likely have lots 
of misconceptions about how Italians really eat. I put together a compilation of misconceptions about Italian 
cuisine and eating customs – the ones that truly stand out – from my own observations and experiences 
over the years, and from various anecdotes gleaned from personal and online sources.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER ONE: ITALIANS COOK WITH TONS OF GARLIC

When someone references Italian cuisine, it’s always all about the wonderful aroma of garlic. I have to 
burst bubbles here … then again, I would love to! The fact is, with some rare exceptions, Italians are NOT 
heavy-handed with garlic. It’s used sometimes in tomato sauce and sautéed vegetables, it’s rubbed on 
bread for bruschetta (pronounced Brew-Sket’-Tah), but that’s about the extent of it. I don’t care what 
Emeril Lagasse says, the common thinking is that garlic should not be used in such quantities so that it can 
be smelled throughout the house or upon entering an Italian restaurant. Less is more!

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER TWO: PEPPERONI PIZZA IS AN ITALIAN CREATION

Try to order a pepperoni pizza while visiting Italy and you’ll get… a pizza with bell 
peppers instead! That’s because in Italian, the word “peperoni” is the plural form of 
bell pepper. Don’t despair, though. There IS a solution, if you must. It’s a type of 
salame (“salami” is plural) called salame piccante that is the closest you’ll find to the 
American “pepperoni” – albeit much more spicy, so be careful. In fact, these are showing up 
more and more on Italian pizza menus to appease the hordes of American tourists.

Also be wary of asking for chicken or Hawaiian pizza, or heaven-forbid… Alfredo sauce and 
meatballs! Seriously? Mamma mia! This is just too profane for Italians. Do you really want to be tagged a 
pizza-heathen? The only widely acceptable meat topping for pizza in Italy is cooked ham.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER THREE: ITALIANS EAT SPAGHETTI WITH “BOLOGNESE SAUCE”, SPAGHETTI AND 
MEATBALLS, MAC AND CHEESE, AND PASTA WITH “ALFREDO SAUCE” 

First off, “Spaghetti (or any pasta shape) with Bolognese Sauce” or simply, “Spaghetti Bolognese” will not 
be found on menus in Italy. Italians prepare a sauce called Ragù alla Bolognese or simply Ragù a meat-
based sauce for pasta dishes, NOT “Bolognese Sauce.” Outside Italy, the phrase "Bolognese sauce" often 
refers to a tomato-based sauce to which ground beef (and/or pork and/or veal) has been added. Ragù is 
hardly ever served with spaghetti, but is traditionally associated with tagliatelle (a wider, flat noodle - 
fettuccine or pappardelle can substitute) and lasagne, i.e.; Tagliatelle al Ragù and Lasagne alla 
Bolognese. The word Bolognese refers to the city of Bologna - considered the culinary capital of Italy – 
where this preparation was first popularized. So, “Spaghetti Bolognese” is that kind of Italian-American 
plate you will not find in any restaurant in Italy, 

You won’t find Spaghetti and Meatballs on that menu either!

To Italians, it is absurd to put meatballs on pasta. This dish is an American creation that 
brings together elements of Italian cuisine. Meatballs are indeed prepared in Italian 
kitchens, but they are served as a secondo or main course. Another interesting tidbit 
is that in traditional Italian dishes, all pastas serve a purpose based on their size 
and shape. Spaghetti would never be paired with meatballs, as it’s impossible for 
thin pasta to hold meatballs!

Another is Americans’ beloved Mac and Cheese. (Reminds me of my university days.) Order that in Italy 
and you are likely to get an Apple computer and a piece of Fontina cheese! 
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Finally, what’s the deal with Pasta Alfredo or Alfredo Sauce? “Alfredo Sauce” was popularized and highly 
publicized in the U.S. back in the 1920’s after a group of American movie actors visited a restaurant in 
Rome where chef Alfredo prepared just a simple plate of pasta with sweet butter and cheese because one 
of the visitors had gastrointestinal issues. This group of Americans fell in love with the consistency and 
flavor. The rest is history. However, there is no such thing as “Alfredo Sauce” in the Italian Culinary lexicon. 
Don’t let me steer you away from a wonderful dish called, Fettuccine al Burro (butter), which is what 
Alfredo actually prepared – and in fact, is very common, and delicious. 

But, let me tell you one thing for sure: the more typical Italian pasta dish you’ll ever find is a wonderfully 
simple Pasta al Pomodoro (tomato). The commonest yet delicious pasta is prepared with properly cooked 
tomato sauce, a pinch of sugar (to cut down on the tomato’s acidity), extra virgin olive oil and basil. 

Notice… no garlic!

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER FOUR: PASTA CAN BE ORDERED AS A SIDE DISH IN ITALY

No way! Don’t even think about preparing some spaghetti and serving it – pale, depressing and  
a bit sticky – as a side to of some fried chicken or barbecued spare ribs! Hasn’t pasta always been nice to 
YOU? Why not give it some proper love?!

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER FIVE: ITALIAN FOOD IS FATTENING

Contrary to popular belief, Italians do not eat pasta and pizza all the time. Compared to America, do you 
see a large number of overweight Italians? The Italian diet consists of large quantities of fresh vegetables 
and fruit. It’s a natural thing for Italians. Fish, too, by the way. Don’t mistake the kind of Italian food you can 
find in a restaurant with the meals prepared in Italian homes. Italians still use quite a lot of extra virgin olive 
oil but very little butter. Additionally, most ingredients are fresh and quickly cooked. Pasta itself, if you don’t 
use buttery and creamy sauces, can be a complete and energetic meal without many calories.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER SIX: REAL ITALIAN PIZZA IS THICK AND TOPPED WITH ANYTHING YOU DESIRE

The original and authentic pizza comes from Napoli, and can be considered “thick” (but don’t expect the 
Pizza Hut-style thick). It is made with pizza dough, tomato, mozzarella, olive oil and a basil leaf or two. 
That’s all. No arugula, no mushrooms, no bell peppers, no pepperoni, no other kind of cheese, absolutely 
no chicken or pineapple (puh-lease!). Very simple and out-of-this-world delicious. However, if you visit 
other parts of Italy you will discover that the pizza is often thinner and crispier. That is most certainly “real”  
authentic pizza as well. You’ll find the thinnest pizza – and therefore larger – in pizzerie in and around 
Rome. Sicily – especially in the Palermo area – has a very special pizza called sfincione that is very thick 
with toppings of sautéed onion and anchovies along with the traditional tomato and cheese. I guess this is 
the basis for the “Sicilian Pizza” found in America. Even so, the sfincione is much thicker!

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER SEVEN: BISCOTTI ARE A SWEET ITALIAN COOKIES

Biscotti are not cookies, nor are they eaten after a meal as an aid to digestion. They are not buttery treats. 
They’re dry and not so crumbly. They are part of typical Italian breakfast, consumed along with a caffè latte 
or a cappuccino, and they are not usually eaten any other time of the day, with the exception of children’s 
afternoon snack time (“merenda”). Don’t forget, too … “biscotti” is the plural form of “biscotto.”

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER EIGHT: ITALIANS DRINK CAPPUCCINO ALL DAY LONG

NO! Just… NO! This is my pet peeve! There’s no way you’ll find an Italian ordering a 
cappuccino after breakfast time. The cut-off time is considered to be around 11AM. By the 
way, authentic Italian cappuccino is in no way similar to the “cappuccino” made with a liter of 
milk at Starbucks. Also, asking for cappuccino (or caffè latte) during a meal is sacrilegious! 
There is a solution to all this! It’s the caffè macchiato (macchiato = “stained”). This is an 
espresso caffè with a dollop or two of steamed milk foam – a baby cappuccino! You can 
safely order this any time of day. I find that the diminutive quantity does not satisfy me, so I 
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tend to order this as caffè lungo macchiato. When adding “lungo” (‘long’ or ‘lengthy’) to an order of caffè, 
it simply means that more water is run through the system thereby increasing the volume, albeit ever-so-
slightly weaker.

While on the subject of caffè, if you order an espresso in America, you’ll be given a small shot of intense 
coffee; most likely exactly what you’d expect. However, do this in Italy, and you may be given a dear-in-
the-headlights stare. You see, in Italy, espresso is NOT a drink, but a method of extracting coffee. That 
machine at Starbucks that prepares your “espresso” drinks, is an espresso machine. Italians do not order 
an espresso, they order a caffè to get their shot of the strong stuff. It’s an important distinction for you to 
remember. By the way, if you’re not drinking your espresso like a shot, you’re doing it completely wrong!

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER NINE: A CORNETTO AND A CROISSANT ARE THE SAME THING

No! The cornetto is to Italian breakfast-on-the-go as the donut is in America, and the croissant in France. 
The cornetto appears quite similar to the croissant, but the dough is very different. The French croissant is 
buttery and crumbly, whereas the Italian cornetto is soft and brioche-like. It can be had plain, or filled with 
delicious custard cream, chocolate, Nutella or jam. It’s natural partner is a cappuccino or caffè latte.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER TEN: ITALIANS CALL A SANDWICH A “PANINI”

A SINGLE sandwich in Italy is called il panino. This can be any kind of sandwich, and not necessarily 
grilled. Americans are used to ordering “a panini.” Wrong! Panini is plural! Please… to avoid total 
confusion, order correctly when stopping at a rosticceria or panineria for lunch in Italy

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER ELEVEN: “MARINARA” SAUCE IS JUST A CHUNKY TOMATO SAUCE

Maybe for the rest of the world, but in Italy, marinara or alla marinara (as in, Spaghettini alla Marinara) 
is based on a tomato sauce cooked and served with SEAFOOD – generally crustaceans and shellfish – 
called frutti di mare (fruits of the sea). The word “marinara” means “from the sea” – do you see the 
‘marine’ in there? There is one exception: Pizza Marinara. The topping for this pizza is, in fact, made with 
tomatoes, garlic and oregano, pretty much the ingredients for the American marinara sauce.

The universal red, tomato-based pasta sauce you will find in Italy is, instead, the pomodoro or tomato 
sauce. This sauce is called, sugo di pomodoro. It’s a very mild, mellow, and clean taste compared to the 
American marinara.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER TWELVE: YOU CAN FIND ITALIAN VINAIGRETTE AT EVERY RESTAURANT IN ITALY

Here we go again with the French language interfering with Italian. “Vinaigrette” doesn’t exist in 
Italy. Vinaigrette is a French word and a French concept. So, what do Italians use to dress their 
insalata? Simple… extra-virgin olive oil, vinegar (either red or white wine vinegar), and salt. 
That’s basically it! Sometimes, lemon juice will be used to substitute vinegar. Also, balsamic 
vinegar has become more popular lately. Generally, in all types of restaurants that serve salad, 
you will be required to dress your own, and you will find oil and vinegar cruets at the table.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER THIRTEEN: BREAD IS SERVED WITH A PLATE OF OLIVE OIL FOR DIPPING

No dipping bread in olive oil (or oil and balsamic or oil and anything) at the beginning of the 
meal! Yes, this is an American invention and habit. Once, I was in an “Italian” restaurant in the 
States the waiter would refer this dipping oil as “Italian butter!” Speaking of butter, while the 
French offer butter with their bread, and of course it’s very common to do so in America, Italians just dive 
into their antipasto instead: with plain bread. Butter is generally served at the prima colazione 
(breakfast) only.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER FOURTEEN: ITALIANS LOVE THEIR EGGS FOR BREAKFAST

Yes, you will find eggs for breakfast in many hotels in Italy, but this is because they are trying to meet the 
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needs of an international clientele. However, if you are a guest at someone’s home, this is what you will 
get for breakfast: caffè (black or with milk), cappuccino (if they own a coffee machine that steams milk), or 
tea (usually with lemon). Perhaps yogurt. American-style cereal is becoming quite popular with Italian 
children, by the way. Additionally, something sweet, like biscotti, fette biscottate (crunchy bread slices) 
or toasted bread with butter and jelly. This breakfast is usually called Continental Breakfast. Breakfast in 
Italy is usually light compared to America; no eggs, no meats, no savory dishes.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER FIFTEEN: SURF-N-TURF IS POPULAR IN ITALY

This is plain silly. Fish goes with fish, meat with meat. It’s rare to find a dish in Italy that combines the two. 
While I’m at it, another very taboo combination is fish (or shellfish) and grated cheese. So please 
remember not to ask for grated Parmigiano-Reggiano or Romano cheese to sprinkle on top of your pasta 
alla marinara! (Remember? It’s a pasta dish with shellfish or crustaceans!)

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER SIXTEEN: CHICKEN PARM IS AS ITALIAN AS IT GETS!

Truth is, if asked, many Italian cooks couldn’t even list the ingredients in this dish. Chicken Parmigiana 
(and Veal, too) probably came about just like spaghetti and meatballs, by combining popular Italian 
cuisine elements. By the way, the authentic “parmigiana” dish in Italy – especially from the Campania 
region where Napoli is located – is simply called la parmigiana. This would be what Americans call 
eggplant parm.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER SEVENTEEN: PASTA IS PASTA IS PASTA!

Not all pastas are created equal. If you’ve ever had actual homemade pasta, 
you know that it in no way compares to anything that comes out of a box. Even 
in Italy, pastas can differ based on the ingredients abundant in specific regions. 
In the northern regions, Italians tend to make their pasta with white flour and 
egg yolks in a one to one ratio. In the southernmost regions they make their 
pasta with only semolina and water. Different types and ratios of ingredients lead 
to different flavors and textures of pasta in the different regions. 

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER EIGHTEEN: PIZZA IS EVERYWHERE IN ITALY

It might surprise you to learn that there are many parts of Italy without pizzerie (pizza restaurants) around 
every corner. Pizza originated in the central and southern regions of Italy. Outside of these regions, it can 
sometimes be difficult to find a place to enjoy a slice of your favorite pie.

MISCONCEPTION NUMBER NINETEEN: GELATO IS HEALTHIER THAN ICE CREAM

Italian gelato is different from its American counterpart in that gelato uses more milk, less cream, no 
eggs, is churned at a lower speed, and is served at a warmer temperature. True, ounce-for-ounce, gelato 
typically contains fewer calories, fat, and sugar than ice cream, and I’d like to leave it at that. To be fair, 
however, gelato is much denser than ice cream. A scoop of gelato usually weighs more than a scoop of 
ice cream. So I’m sorry to break it to myself and to you, but our typical scoop of gelato is probably not that 
nutritionally different from a scoop of ice cream. But I’ll tell you another truth: gelato is better!!!
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